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SUMMARY

The Weymouth compressor station, if built, would require periodic releases of natural gas. Unlike most 
(if not all) compressor stations, this facility would be built adjacent to a major commuter route and 
bridge. While the combustion emissions for the facility would have some controls as outlined in the 
facility's draft Air Quality Plan, there are no such controls or limitations for any single natural gas 
release event from the station.

This report address the possibility that releasing gas next to the bridge could cause flammable plumes 
of natural gas to cross the bridge, where passenger traffic would ignite it. The results show that this 
could happen due to the permissive conditions and lack of controls under the current draft Air Quality 
Plan. Additionally, there are no publicly available specifications or data to determine whether the 
facility will be constructed and operated to adequately mitigate this risk.
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INTRODUCTION

The Fore River Bridge is a new lift bridge in a designated port area between Quincy and Weymouth, 
Massachusetts. It opened fully to four lanes of traffic in 2017. Spectra Energy, now a subsidiary of 
Canadian pipeline company Enbridge, Inc.  is seeking final regulatory approval in 2018 to build a 
natural gas fired compressor station on a small parcel of land immediately adjacent to the new bridge.

Emissions from the proposed facility include intentional natural gas releases, or blowdowns, from the 
high pressure Algonquin Pipeline. Since natural gas is flammable, and blowdowns would occur in close
proximity to the new Fore River Bridge, one could ask the question:

“Could natural gas releases from the proposed Weymouth compressor station create flammable 
conditions on the new Fore River Bridge?”

The jointly developed NOAA & EPA model, Areal Localization of Hazardous Atmospheres (ALOHA), 
was used as a “first-pass” or “screening” analysis. The ALOHA model can incorporate a number of 
pipeline blowdown parameters including conditions of the pipeline at the time of release, flow of gas as
it exits the pipeline, and changes in gas flow as the pipeline loses pressure. It also incorporates the 
spread of gas due to weather conditions (atmospheric stability, wind, etc).

This report outlines several modeling scenarios based on known pipeline parameters, where publicly 
available. Methane concentrations at the Fore River Bridge modeled under various release scenarios 
were compared to the lower flammability limit for methane.

The results presented here demonstrate that, under a variety of atmospheric conditions, 
blowdowns (natural gas releases) from the proposed Weymouth compressor station could create 
flammable conditions on the new Fore River Bridge.

METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, & MODELING PARAMETERS

Modeling was performed using ALOHA version 5.4.7. Maps were developed with MARPLOT version 
5.0.3.

Time of day
Daytime:  12:30 (used for Pasquill stability class B, C, and D conditions)
Nighttime: 02:30 (used for Pasquill stability class E only)

Gas release and source settings
Methane chosen as chemical released (natural gas not available in ALOHA)
Methane Lower Explosive Limit (LEL): 50,000 ppm
Pressure-dependent releases modeled using the “Gas Pipeline” source option
Flow-dependent release modeled using the “Direct” source option
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Atmospheric data
Constant parameters

Temperature: 70F
Humidity: 50%
Roughness: Open country
No inversion

Gas release source
Pipeline diameter: 24”
Pipe roughness: Smooth
Pipe temperature: 118F1

Unbroken end of pipe is closed
Pipeline length: 

600 ft (Emergency shutdown/station blowdown scenario)
5,000 ft (Pipeline blowdown scenario)

Pipeline pressure: 
950 psi (Emergency/uncontrolled release)1

250 psi (Controlled release)
Blowdown outlet: Circular opening with 6 inch diameter

Dispersion model
Gaussian plume model chosen automatically by ALOHA 
Assumes plume has neutral buoyancy (ALOHA can only model dense or neutral plumes)
Assume wind speed 5 mph, bridge is immediately downwind
Pasquill stability class automatically adjusted by ALOHA 

Class B: Day, 50% cloud cover
Class D: Day, 100% cloud cover
Class E: Night, 50% cloud cover

Locations
Source approximated from Applicant's site plans
Receptor sites chosen as “near site” on Route 3A and point of maximum roadway elevation 

(“far site”); see figure 1.

1 Pipeline temperature and pressure not reported in Atlantic Bridge filings; settings were taken from a separate 
transmission pipeline proposal (Kinder Morgan Northeast Energy Direct pipeline proposal, Resource Report 9)
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Figure 1:  Approximate gas release location and roadway sites of interest. 
The roadway begins elevating prior to passing the proposed site, such that the roadway surface 
is at or near its full height as the bridge begins crossing the river. 

RESULTS

Emergency shutdown or uncontrolled station blowdown

Federal regulations state that natural gas compressor stations must have an emergency shutdown 
system that can discharge gas at a location where the gas will not create a hazard2. An emergency 
shutdown would require isolating the station and its piping from the main Algonquin pipeline, then 
releasing the gas from the station and connecting pipeline segments.

An emergency shutdown was modeled by assuming the distance of piping from the main Algonquin 
pipeline to be approximately 600 feet, to the station and back again, for a total of 1200 feet of pipeline 
requiring evacuation. The Algonquin pipeline diameter prior to the site is 24”, and 30” either at or after 
the site (the Hubline pipeline). Pipeline diameter was conservatively assumed to be 24”, although 
surface markings at the site indicate a 30” pipeline diameter where the Algonquin pipeline enters the 
existing Weymouth Metering and Regulating station.

Figure 2 shows that, under all atmospheric stability classes evaluated, emergency releases of gas 
contained within the compressor station piping could release enough gas to create flammable 
conditions on the Fore River Bridge if the gas were released from full pipeline pressure, as might 
happen from an emergency shutdown or uncontrolled blowdown

2 49CFR1.192
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Figure 2: Emergency shutdown or uncontrolled blowdown.
Modeled using pipeline length 1200 feet, diameter 24”. The flammable plume of gas 
(concentrations exceeding the lower flammability limit of methane; shaded yellow) could 
extend to nearby ignition sources such as the new Fore River Bridge and the Fore River Energy 
Center. Winds could also direct the plume to nearby homes and the Massachusetts Water 
Resource Authority pump station located next to the site.
A) Release under relatively turbulent weather conditions (Stability class B). 
B) Release under relatively neutral weather conditions (not highly turbulent or highly stable; 
stability class D). 

If verified by more extensive modeling, the possibility of flammable (hazardous) conditions due to an 
emergency shutdown would appear to violate federal regulations2. The MWRA pumping station 
reportedly has air intakes which would drawn in flammable methane if the plume were blown away 
from the bridge rather than towards it.

Pipeline blowdown using pressure-controlled release

Larger blowdowns could occur at the site for maintenance purposes, such as depressurizing sections of 
the high pressure Algonquin pipeline for inspection. Directly releasing gas under high pressure would 
create hazardous conditions on the Fore River bridge (data previously shown), but would release gas at 
a rate much higher than indicated by the environmental resource reports for the project3. 

Pipeline pressure was artificially reduced to produce the maximum reported gas release rate (40,330 
pounds of methane per hour). An initial evaluation with a 5,000 foot length pipeline segment shows 
that methane concentrations on the Bridge would exceed the lower flammability limit:

3 Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC. Atlantic Bridge Project, Resource Report 9. Weymouth Compressor Station, Table 
G-1C, Gas Releases.
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Fig 3: Pressure-controlled blowdown.
Flammable conditions on the Fore River Bridge created by blowing down 9,565 pounds of 
methane from 5000 feet of pipeline with 24” diameter, using a reduced pressure of 250 psi to 
control the blowdown. Blowdown would take 14 minutes to complete. Yellow shaded area 
represents the farthest extent of the flammable gas plume area during the release.
A) Release under relatively turbulent weather conditions (Stability class B). 
B) Release under relatively neutral weather conditions (not highly turbulent or highly stable; 
stability class D).

However, it does seem possible or perhaps likely that large blowdowns may be controlled by regulating
gas flow rather than pressure in order to achieve the maximum reported release rate. The ALOHA 
model dynamically changes pipeline flow rates as pressure drops during the modeling of a blowdown 
and there is no option to hold the flow rate constant for a pipeline release. Therefore, the “Direct 
Release” option was used to match the maximum reported release rate for the project proposal.

Under the most stable atmospheric conditions evaluated (Pasquill class E), flammable concentrations 
would extend beyond the facility site into a public access road next to Route 3A and closely approach 
Route 3A:
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Figure 4: Flow-controlled blowdown.
Release of natural gas could create flammable conditions nearly reaching Route 3A. The flow 
rate and release location proposed for the project leave no meaningful safety margin. Gas 
release was modeled as a constant flow of gas with a rate of 40,330 pounds per hour (maximum 
rate, per project documents). Stable atmosphere conditions (Stability class E). 
A) View of site and surrounding structures
B) Close view showing extent of flammable gas concentrations over the service road and nearly
at the elevated roadway approaching the Fore River Bridge.

Variation in operations and release conditions, human error, atmospheric conditions, and possibly other 
factors could alter the results from Figure 4 such that a larger or more stable plume could create 
flammable conditions on the Fore River Bridge.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

From these initial modeling results it does appear that the natural gas releases, which are regulated by 
MassDEP as part of the Air Quality Plan for the facility, could create hazardous conditions on the Fore 
River Bridge due to inadequate project evaluation and a lack of requirements to regulate the release of 
gas for any given blowdown. It may be possible to engineer solutions that will avoid any safety risk at 
the Fore River Bride, Route 3A, MWRA pumping station, etc. However, there is no public plan for the 
project to undergo evaluation of the blowdowns and the project plans do not provide this information.

In fact, in response to a public presentation of these results, the project applicant simply reiterated that 
compressor stations are regulated facilities and made no attempt to counter the results or conclusions 
presented at that time4.

4 http://braintree.wickedlocal.com/news/20171103/spectra-defends-weymouth-compressor-plan-amid-new-concerns
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Limitations
Use of the ALOHA model
The ALOHA model was used here as a screening tool – its purpose in general is to provide a quick 
evaluation for planning and hazard release management purposes. Air modeling often uses a screening 
approach to consider when more extensive and accurate modeling should be done. The data in this 
report serve as screening data and support the need for more extensive analysis.

Natural gas plume characteristics
ALOHA can model pipeline and pipeline release conditions as well as atmospheric effects. It 
approximates the natural gas release plume as a Gaussian distribution with neutral buoyancy. Natural 
gas is less dense than air. However, the distances evaluated are relatively short and it is likely that 
atmospheric dispersion effects predominate over plume buoyancy effects.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like to note that the facility cannot be placed into operation if an emergency shutdown would 
result in flammable conditions on the adjacent Fore River Bridge (which would ignite and disrupt 
traffic, cause injury, accidents, etc) or damage to the MWRA pumping station. In fact, the blowdown 
stack may end up being built as little as 175 feet from the pumping station.

1. Engineering details for blowdowns need to be made available to the public in the interest of public 
safety. These should a description of the equipment that will be installed for controlling blowdowns.

2. Formal modeling should be completed for blowdowns with all relevant engineering details. 
Modeling results should then be used for a risk assessment.

3. MassDEP (in consultation with PHMSA) should update the draft Air Quality Plan to formally restrict
any operation of the facility that would jeopardize public safety, with an adequate margin of safety.
   
4. MassDEP should install and operate permanent natural gas monitoring equipment at the facility 
fenceline and the Fore River Bridge.
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APPENDIX
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Appendix Figure 1: Weymouth compressor station siting along the Algonquin pipeline system. 
Source: Spectra Energy, Atlantic Bridge Project, Resource Report 1.

Appendix figure 2: Gas releases from blowdowns, with a maximum rate of 40,330 pounds of 
methane per hour (cited above).
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